
The MacroTrac product family is a full line of durable  
and environmentally-friendly portable plastic flooring and roadway  
products which are ideal for military, aviation, event, and construction applications. 

For more information, contact a MacroTrac sales representative today.

ROLA-TRAC

Lightweight and easy-to-assemble, Rola-Trac was 
featured in Marine colors as the flooring for the 
Expo’s Business Center. The slip-resistant panels, 
which are available in a variety of colors, were the 
perfect indoor tent flooring solution.

SUPA-TRAC

Ideal for heavy-foot or light-vehicular traffic,  
Supa-Trac was selected for all of the walking 
pathways throughout the Expo. The Supa-Trac panels 
allowed light, air, and water to reach the ground 
below, protecting the turf, while also providing 
attendees with a solid and even surface to walk on.

I-TRAC

The patented interlocking design of the I-Trac 
infrastructure system, made it the perfect choice 
for temporary roadways into the parking areas. 
After days of torrential rain, the heavy-duty panels 
created a contiguous surface that provided much 
needed cover over the soggy ground enabling cars 
to navigate their way across an otherwise muddy 
mess. With its extreme strength to weight ratio, 
I-Trac also served as support for a rocket launcher 
on display at the show.

800.845.6555 | rola-trac@macroplastics.com
www.macroplastics.com

Macro Plastics’ new portable flooring product line, MacroTrac, showed off its durability, turf protection, and diversity of use 

when it was featured at the annual Modern Day Marine Expo held in September 2010 at the Marine Corps Base Quantico in 

Virginia. Every year the Expo showcases the premier equipment, systems, services, and technology available to the U.S Military. 

For the Expo in 2010, three products from the MacroTrac product line; Rola-Trac™, Supa-Trac™, and I-Trac™, were selected by 

the event organizers to handle their flooring needs. Throughout the show, indoors and out, MacroTrac flooring systems could be 

seen in a variety of applications. 
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